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Ra7onale	
•  	 A	supernova,	the	explosion	of	a	star,	is	one	of	the	
most	energe7c	single	events	in	the	universe.	The	burst	
of	radia7on	released	is	so	enormous	that	it	can	
outshine	an	en7re	galaxy.	During	the	explosion	process	
most	elements	in	the	universe	are	created	allowing	the	
evolu7on	of	life.		

•  Neutron	stars	and	black	holes	are	the	remnants	of	the	
explosion	and	provide	us	with	examples	to	study	
fundamental	aspects	of	maVer,	space	and	7me.		

•  This	specialized	course	is	unique	in	focusing	on	the	
catastrophic	end	cycle	of	stars	and	rela7ng	it	to	our	
understanding	of	some	of	the	central	issues	of	physics.	

1.	Supernovae	
	
1.1		Classifica7on	and	characteris7cs	of	
supernovae	
		
	

Supernova	nomenclature	
•  New supernova discovery reported to the International Astronomical 

Union’s Central Bureau for Astronomical Telegrams (CBAT) 

•  It gives the supernova a name, SN is the marker, followed by the 
year of discovery, suffixed with a 1 or 2-letter designation. 

•  The first 26 supernovae in a year get a capital letter (A-Z). Following 
supernovae get a pair of small letters starting with aa, ab, etc.  

•  Every year 100’s of supernovae are discovered. 

•  Since 2015 CBAT has scaled back assigning designations of 
supernovae because there are so many now. 



Historical	supernovae	
•  Year				Date				Con		RA										Dec							mag								Comment/SNR	

•  	185	AD												Cen		14:43.1	-62:28				-2							(-6	mag	acc.	to	Sky	Catalog	
2000)	

•  																																																																											SNR:	G315.4-2.3/RCW	86	
•  	386																			Sgr		18:11.5	-19:25																SNR:	G11.2-0.3	(?)	
•  	393/396										Sco		17:14					-39.8								-3							3	radio	sources						 										

	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 																	candidates	for	SN		
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	SNR:	G347.3-0.5	(?)	

•  1006		Apr	30		Lup		15:02.8	-41:57				-9+-1		SNR:	PKS	1459-41	
•  1054		Jul		4					Tau		05:34.5	+22:01			-6								M1	(Crab	Nebula)	
•  1181		Aug		6			Cas		02:05.6	+64:49			-1								3C	58	
•  1572		Nov		6			Cas		00:25.3	+64:09			-4							Tycho							
•  1604		Oct		9		Oph		17:30.6	-21:29					-3							Kepler						
•  1680?	1667?		Cas		23:23.4	+58:50			+6?					Cas	A	SN						

hVp://messier.seds.org/more/mw_sn.html	

Crab	Nebula	 Tycho	SNR	

Cas	A	 Light	curve	of	a	supernova	(Type	Ia)	



Stages	of	the	light	curve	of	a	SN	
•  Energy	is	deposited	through	radioac7ve	decay	of	Ni	and	Co	

into	ejecta:	56Ni+e	=>	56Co+ν+γ,		
																																								56Co+e	=>56Fe+ν+γ,	
																																56Co	=>56Fe+e+	+ν+γ,	

•  The	ejecta	of	the	SN	form	an	opaque	sphereè	luminosity	
is	s7ll	low	and	given	by	L	propto	R2T4	

•  The	sphere	expands	rapidly	due	to	conversion	of	radia7on	
into	Ekin	of	the	expanding	sphere,	and		L	increases	rapidly.	

•  Amer	some	7me	the	sphere	becomes	op7cally	thin	and	L	
peaks.	

•  Then	L	is	given	by	the	exponen7al	decay	of	56Ni	and56Co	
	

•  Supernovae	have	been	observed	since	ancient	7me	
but	it	was	not	known	what	supernovae	were.	Detailed	
modern	observa7ons	of	the	lightcurves	and	the	
spectra	revealed	specific	characteris7cs	but	also	
differences	between	the	supernovae.		

•  A	classifica7on	of	supernovae	was	first	proposed	by	
Minkowsky	(1941).	He	dis7nguished	supernovae	on	
the	basis	of	whether	H	was	not	present	or	present	in	
the	spectra	and	introduced	Type	I	and	Type	II	
supernovae,	respec7vely.		

•  Zwicky	(1965)	introduced	three	more	classes	Type	III,	
IV	and	V,	but	they	are	now	all	included	in	Type	II	
supernovae.		

		

Two	principally	different	kinds	of	SNe	

•  	Thermonuclear	detona7on	of	a	white	dwarf	
(WD)	in	a	binary	system	
– WD	accretes	material	from	sun-like	or	giant	
companion,	reaches	Chandrasekhar	limit	of	1.4	
Msol	and	detonates	

	
	
	
– WD	cannibalizes	second	WD	and	detonates	

hVp://www.astronomynow.com/news/n1002/18darkenergy/accre7on.jpg	

•  Core	collapse	of	a	massive	star	

(adapted	from	Qing	Zhang's	"	Introduc8on	to	Supernovae")	

Nickel	decay	

Cobalt	decay	



Type	I:	
	In	1986	and	1987	it	was	no7ced	that	some	Type	
Ia’s	 were	 peculiar.	 They	 had	 no	 SiII	 in	 their	
spectra.	 And	 of	 these	 some	 had	 HeI	 lines	 and	
others	not.		
That	led	to	the	naming	of:		
Type	Ia	(SiII	present)	and		
Type	Ib	(no	SiII	but	HeI	present)	and		
Type	Ic	(no	SiII	and	no	HeI	present).		
		

•  Type	II:	There	is	a	wide	variety	of	Type	II	supernovae.	Four	
subclasses	have	been	established,	Types	IIP,	IIL,	IIn	and	IIb.	
In	addi7on	there	are	peculiar	supernovae	that	do	not	fit	
into	these	classes	easily.		

•  Type	IIP	(plateau)	and	
•  Type	IIL		(linear)	
					are	the	normal	Type	II’s.	Barbon,	Ciaq	and	Rosino	(1979)								
made	the	dis7nc7on	on	the	basis	of	the	lightcurves.	They	
found	lightcurves	with	a	plateau	(P)	and	then	those	with	a	
linear	uninterrupted	decline	(L).	Schlegel	(1990)	classified	
Type	II	SN	with	narrow	line	emissions	(~1000	km/s)	as		
•  Type	IIn	with	“n”	for	narrow.		
Then	there	are		
•  Type	IIb	SNe.		
They	are	characterized	by	having	spectra	at	early	7mes	similar	
to	those	of	Type	II	(prominent	H	lines)	and	then	change	into	
ones	with	spectra	similar	to	Type	Ib	SNe.	A	prominent	
example	is	SN	1993J.		
	
	

Classifica7on	scheme	of	non-peculiar	
SNe:	
	

Blue:	Detona7on	or	deflagra7on	of	an	accre7ng	white	dwarf		
Red:	Core	collapse	of	a	massive	progenitor	



�

P-Cygni	profile	
�

SN	characteris7cs	
Type	1A	
•  No	H	in	spectrum	
•  Thermonuclear	expl.	of	WD	
•  No	compact	remnant	
•  Ekin	~	1051	erg	
•  Vejecta	~	5000	to	30,000	km/s	
•  No	neutrino	burst	
•  Eopt	~	1049	erg	
•  Lmax	~	1043	erg	(10	d)	
•  Lightcurve	tail	from	56Co	
•  Occurs	1/300	yr	in	Galaxy	
•  Produces	2/3	of	Fe	in	Galaxy	
•  Occurs	in	spirals	and	ellip7cals	

Type	II	
•  H	in	spectrum	
•  Core	collapse	of	M>8	Msol	

•  NS	or	BH	
•  Ekin~	1051	erg	
•  Vejecta	~	2000	to	30,000	km/s	
•  Neutrino	burst,		1053	erg	
•  Eopt	~	1049	erg	
•  Lmax	~	2x1042	erg	(100	d)	
•  Lightcurve	tail	from	56Co	
•  Occurs	1/50	yr	in	Galaxy	
•  Produces	1/3	of	Fe	in	Galaxy	
•  Occurs	in	spirals	



1.2	Explosion	processes	

•  There	are	two	principally	different	explosion	
processes:	
thermonuclear	explosion	and	explosion	amer	
core-collapse	
	
In	each	case,	the	details	of	the	explosion	
processes	are	unknown.	However	models	
exist	and	scenarios	are	discussed.	
	
	

Thermonuclear	explosion	

•  All	SNeType	Ia	undergo	thermonuclear	
explosions.	

•  Thermonuclear	explosions	originate	from	white	
dwarfs	in	binary	or	triple	systems.	

•  WD	have	masses	of	0.2<MWD	<1.35	M¤	with	a	
peak	in	the	distribu7on	of	0.6	M¤ 	

•  Most	white	dwarfs	(M>0.45	M¤)	are	carbon-
oxygen	stars.	Therefore	no	H	in	spectra	of	SN	Ia’s.	
Gravita7onal	inbound	pressure	balances	electron	
degeneracy	pressure,	independent	of	T.	

	

The	most	favoured	model	is	the	carbon	
igni7on	model	at	the	Chandrasekhar	mass	

•  Carbon	ignites	and	fuses	into	heavier	elements	in	the	
center	of	the	WD	when	MWD	gets	close	to	1.4	Msol	
(Chandrasekhar	limit).	

•  èE=1051	erg	release	can	account	for	Ekin	of	ejecta	with	
5000	to	20000	km/s	and	for	mass	of	56Ni	to	power	light	
curve.	

•  è	Explosion	always	occurs	at	Chandrasekhar	mass	and	
can	account	for	observed	homogeneity	of	light	curves.		

•  BUT:	hard	to	accrete	enough	mass	to	account	for	SN	Ia	
frequency.	

•  BUT:	evolu7on	of	accre7ng	star	is	complicated	

•  Carbon	igni7on	sets	in	at	T=109	K.	Carbon	and	
oxygen	burn	to	nickel	and	iron.	
Thermonuclear	runaway	starts	and	ignites	the	
whole	WD.	

•  Computa7on	very	difficult.	Nuclear	reac7ons	
happen	in	1cm	layer	(the	flame).	Energy	
produc7on	rate	~	T12	

•  Ques7on:	deflaga7on	(flame	slow	moving)	or	
	 	 	 				detona7on	(flame	ast	moving)?	

	



The	companion	star-	two	scenarios	

•  Single-degenerate	scenario	
– H	is	transferred	from	an	evolved	star	to	a	WD	in	a	
close	binary	system	

– When	total	WD	mass	reaches	1.4	Msol,	the	WD	
explodes	

	
BUT:	one	should	detect	at	least	a	bit	of	H	in	spectra	
of	SN	Ia	which	is	not	done	
BUT:	accre7on	is	complicated		

Single	degenerate	progenitors	

NASA,	ESA	and	Feild	

NASA	

The	companion	star-	two	scenarios	
•  Double-degenerate	scenario	

–  A	double	WD	system	looses	energy	through	gravita7onal	wave	
emisson	

–  WD’s	slowly	spiral	into	each	other.	WD	are	the	most	common	
stars	in	the	Universe	and	binary	systems	are	also	very	common.	
A	good	frac7on	of	all	double	WD’s	should	be	able	to	spiral	into	
each	other	within	10	Bill	years.	That	would	be	in	accord	with	SN	
Ia	frequency.	

–  No	H	is	expected	in	spectra	
–  Explosion	to	occur	at	1.4	Msol	
	
	
BUT:	not	clear	whether	collision	leads	to	explosion.	Igni7on	may	
start	far	from	the	center	è	accre7on	induced	collapse.	

Collision	of	two	White	Dwarfs	

4

Table 1
Summary of the results of the numerical simulations with FLASH, for the high resolution runs. Columns 1,2: The masses of the WDs (M1 is the more massive
WD); Column 3: the size of cells in the highest refinement level (we use 7 levels of refinement for these runs); Column 4: The type of ignition obtained in the
simulation: for equal mass collisions the ignition is either at the shock region (s) or at the contact region (c). For non-equal mass collisions, the less massive star
always ignites first, either near the shock region (s2) or near the contact region (c2), followed either by an ignition of the more massive star at the shock region

(s1) or no second ignition (x1); Column 5: The mass of 56Ni synthesized in the explosion; Column 6: The total energy of the ejecta.

M1 [M ] M2 [M ] x [km] Ignition type 56Ni mass [M ] Etot [1051 erg]

0.5 0.5 9.5 s 0.10 0.94
0.55 0.55 9.0 s 0.19 1.17
0.6 0.5 9.5 s2,s1 0.19 1.17
0.6 0.6 8.5 s 0.29 1.32
0.64 0.64 8.1 s 0.37 1.46
0.7 0.5 9.5 c2,s1 0.27 1.19
0.7 0.6 8.5 s2,s1 0.44 1.48
0.7 0.7 7.6 s 0.50 1.66
0.8 0.5 9.5 c2,x1 0.28 1.14
0.8 0.6 8.5 c2,s1 0.36 1.41
0.8 0.7 7.6 c2,s1 0.52 1.67
0.8 0.8 6.8 c 0.73 1.93
0.9 0.5 9.5 c2,s1 0.64 1.49
0.9 0.6 8.5 c2,x1 0.52 1.53
0.9 0.7 7.6 c2,s1 0.48 1.70
0.9 0.8 6.8 c2,s1 0.72 1.96
0.9 0.9 6.1 c 0.76 2.12
1.0 0.8 6.8 c2,x1 0.89 2.04
1.0 1.0 5.3 c 1.25 2.45

Figure 1. The shock ignition process is illustrated using snapshots from the numerical calculation of a 0 64<0 64M collision done with FLASHwith numerical
resolution of 4km. In panel (a) a logarithmic density map of the initial conditions of the calculation is shown. The black arrows indicate the direction of the
velocity (assumed uniform) of each star. Following contact, a shock wave propagates from the contact surface toward the center of each star. The shock
accelerates, leading to an increasing post shock temperature and rapidly increasing burning rates. Ignition of the detonation occurs once the induction time is
shorter than the timescale for significant increase in burning rate (Zeldovich 1980). Panel (b) shows a density map at the time of ignition at the shock front
(t = 2 47s). Two detonation waves begin to propagate from the ignition point, one inward and one outward. This process is fully resolved in our calculations,
and the two ignition sites (one in each star) are clearly seen. The propagating detonation waves are evident in panel (d), which shows the same temperature
map at a slightly later time, t = 2 57s. Note that the mass surface where the ignition occurs becomes a contact discontinuity which is clearly seen in panel (d).
An interesting feature seen in panels (c)-(d) is the outgoing jet, originating at the contact surface. This (planar) jet arrises due to the high pressures obtained at
contact, which are not counter balanced from the outside.

Kushnir	et	al.	2013	

Core	collapse	explosion	
•  All	SNe	other	than	Type	Ia	undergo	core-collapse	
explosions.	

•  Core-collapse	explosions	originate	from	massive	
evolved	stars	

•  When	a	star	has	>	8Msol	it	can	burn	fusion	
products	all	the	way	to	Fe.	In	its	very	core	it	
consists	of	onion-like	layers	of	fusing	elements.	

•  Most	white	dwarfs	(M>0.45	M¤)	are	carbon-
oxygen	stars.	Therefore	no	H	in	spectra	of	SN	Ia’s.	
Gravita7onal	inbound	pressure	balances	electron	
degeneracy	pressure,	independent	of	T.	

	

Onion-like	layers	of	a	massive	evolved	
star	just	before	core-collapse	

Fe	

Si	

Ne	

O	

He	

C	

H	

<10	AU	

O-burning:	2	wk	
Si-burning:	1	d	

Star	is	stabilized	by	electron	degeneracy	pressure	in	core	



Fe	as	the	most	stable	element	
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Nuclear	burning	to	elements	beyond	Fe		
would	costs	the	star	energy	

Core-collapse	scenario	

 (a) A massive, evolved star has onion-layered shells of elements undergoing fusion. An inert iron core is formed from 
the fusion of Silicon in the inner-most shell. (b) This iron core reaches Chandrasekhar-mass and starts to collapse, with 
the outer core (black arrows) moving at supersonic velocity (shocked) while the denser inner core (white arrows) travel 
sub-sonically; (c) The inner core compresses into neutrons and the gravitational energy is converted into neutrinos. (d) 
The infalling material bounces off the nucleus and forms an outward-propagating shock wave (red). (e) The shock 
begins to stall as nuclear processes drain energy away, but it is re-invigorated by interaction with neutrinos. (f) The 
material outside the inner core is ejected, leaving behind only a degenerate remnant.   (R. J. Hall)	

Nuclear	processes	

•  Typical	processes:		
– photodisintegra7on	

					γ	+	56Feçè			13α	+4n	
						process	costs	energy,	core	collapses	faster.		That	

	leads	to	higher	densi7es	which	leads	to	
	

– Electron	captures	
e-	+	p	è	n	+	νe			and	also	on	nuclei	è	that	reduces	
electron	degeneracy	pressure	

1.2.2.	Explosion	following	core	
collapse	

•  When	the	collapse	leads	to	nuclear	densi7es	in	
the	core	of	3x10	14	g	cm-3	the	nuclei	are	so	
densely	packed	together	that	the	strong	force	
becomes	repulsive	(r<0.7	fm).	Collapse	is	stopped	
at	about	20-30	km	from	center,	material	bounces	
back	and	causes	an	out-moving	shock	wave	è	it	
should	lead	to	explosion.		

BUT:	No	simula7on	has	yet	produced	an	explosion	
									

What	could	help	explosion	
simula7ons?	

Neutrinos	seem	to	play	a	big	role.		
Egravita7onal-binding	=	3x1053	erg	
Ekin																																		=1x1051	erg	(shock)	
It	seems	that	some	of	the	neutrinos’	energy	is	
deposited	into	the	layers	of	the	massive	star	and	
drives	the	explosion.	Perhaps	asymmetric	
explosions	and	magne7c	fields	are	necessary	to	
invoke	tomake	the	star	explode.	

Neutrino	burst	detected	from	core-
collapse	SN	1987A	

	
Confirma7on	that	our	basic	

understanding	of	core-collapse	is	
right	



1.3.	Interac7on	with	the	circumstellar	
medium	

•  Only	massive	progenitor	stars	have	a	history	of	
loosing	mass	at	their	end	stages	of	life.	

•  Only	core-collapse	SNe	experience	interac7on	of	
their	shock	fronts	with	the	circumstellar	medium	
(CSM).	

•  SN	Type	Ia’s	progenitors	are	WD	which	are	the	
remnants	of	low-mass	stars	which	experienced	
the	planetary	nebula	phase	a	long	7me	ago.	
Usually,	there	is	no	material	lem	from	that	phase	
with	which	the	shock	front	of	the	SN	could	
interact.	

Lit:	Chevalier,	Fransson	2003	in		Supernovae	and	Gamma-ray	bursters	

The	ejecta	

•  As	soon	as	the	shock	breaks	out	of	the	surface	
of	the	exploding	star	it	starts	to	interact	with	
the	CSM.	

•  The	ejecta	are	described	analy7cally	by	the	
density	profile	with	an	exponent	n.	The	profile	
is	assumed	to	be	constant	up	to	r0	and	then	to	
fall	off	sharply:	 ρej = ρ0
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•  There	are	analy7cal	limits	to	n:	nmax	=10-12	
•  For	SN	1987A:	n=8	to	9	
•  There	is	also	a	lower	limit	to	n:	nmin	=		5	

•  For	thermonuclear	explosions,	the	ejecta	
profile	is	different	since	the	explosion	does	
not	originate	in	the	center	but	at	loca7ons	
where	the	flame	burns	through	the	star.	



The	CSM	
•  The	CSM	is	generated	by	a	wind	from	the	
progenitor,	thousands	of	years	before	the	star	
died.	The	wind	is	characterized	by	the	mass	
loss,	typically	10-6	to	10-4	Msol	yr-1	and	by	the	
wind	velocity,	w,	typically	10	km	s-1.	

•  The	CSM	is	also	described	analy7cally	by	a	
density	profile	with	a	power	law,		

ρCSM =
M

4πwrs with	s=2	for	constant	mass	loss.	

VY	Canis	Majoris,	the	biggest	star	we	
know	of	

VY	CMa	

Ρcsm	propto		(1/r2)	

Hydrodynamics	

		Reverse	shock																													Forward	shock	

	
				Contact	discon7nuity	with	Rayleigh	Taylor	instabili7es	

•  It	can	be	shown	that	the	radius	of	the	contact	
discon7nuity	is	:	

•  ρ0,	t0,	V0	:const	
Rs (t) =

(n− 4)(n−3) M
8πρ0t
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SN1993J	

																					
	

																					
	

VLBI	array	

SN	observa7ons	with	VLBI	



SN1993J		
expansion	and	decelera7on	

Bartel	et	al.	2002	

Mioduszewski	et	al.	2001	

Decelera7on	changes	with	7me:	
nè	determinable:	very	steep	first,	n~12,	
than	flaVer	with	7me,	n~6-7.	
	

Evolu7on	of	SN1993J	

	from	t	=	50d				(r=200	AU)						to	t	=	17	yr				(r=34,000	AU)	
	Free	download:	www.yorku.ca/bartel	

Posi7on	of		
Explosion		
Center	known	
within	45µas	
(160AU).	
--	
Center	of	SN	
stable	within		
9	µas	/	yr	
-	
	

1	mas	

Evolu7on	of	SN1986J	

	from	t	=	3	yr							to	t	=	25	yr				
	

Youngest	
Neutron	Star	or	
Black	Hole	with	

200	LCrab?	

Or	dense	shell	
condensa7on?	

Density	~20	7mes	higher		
than	that	of	northeastern		
condens7on,	and	located	in		
forground	on	line	of	sight		
to	center.	

NGC891	

1.4	Supernovae	as	distance	indicators	

•  Expanding	photosphere	method	(EPM)	
•  Expanding	shock	front	method	(ESM)	
•  SNIa	as	standard	candles	

•  The	first	two	methods	work	on	determining	the	
distance,	D,	directly	from	the	linear,	R,	and	
angular,	Θ,	radii:		

•  The	third	method	works	on	comparing	the	
luminosity	with	the	brightness.	

Lit:	Chevalier,	Fransson	2003	in		Supernovae	and	Gamma-ray	bursters	

D =
R
θ

Expanding	photosphere	method	

EPS	works	on	the	basis	that	the	radius,	R	=Rph,	of	
the	supernova	is	determined	through	
	
with	Vph	:radial	velocity	determined	from	 	 	
	spectral	lines	

t-t0	:7me	since	shock	breakout	
R0	:	ini7al	radius	

Rph =Vph (t − t0 )+ R0



•  The	angular	radius	is	determined	with	the	
assump7on	that	the	supernova	is	op7cally	
thick	in	its	interior	and	that	therefore	the	
supernova	can	be	considered	a	black	body.	

•  For	a	black	body	the	luminosity	of	the	
supernova	can	be	determined	from	the	
surface	temperature,	T:	

•  Where	F	is	the	flux	in	W/m2	of	the	radia7on	
leaving	the	surface	 L = 4πR2phσT

4

F =σT 4

σ = 5.67•10−8Wm−2K −4

Supernova	as	a	black	body	
H	gas	is	ionized.	Opacity	
	is	high,	no	radia7on	
	gets	out.	Only	radia7on	from		
a	surface	shell	leaves	the	star.	
	That	radia7on	has	an	
	intensity	almost	completely	
	given	by	the	temperature	of		
the	gas	in	that	shell.	The	
temperature	is	4000	to	6000K,	
Just	enough	for	H	to	
recombine	and	be	op7cally	
thin.	Further	down	in	the	
interior	all	the	H	is	ionized	and	
radia7on	does	not	get	out.	

The	spectral	flux	[W	m-2	nm-1]	from	the	surface	is	
determined	by	the	Planck	curve:	

	

Fλ	
Fλ = πBλ (Tb )

Planck	curves	

Bλ (T ) =
2hc2

λ 5
1

e
hc
λkT −1

•  The	observed	flux	is	given	by	 F ' =
L

4πD2

F ' =
Rph
2

D2 F =θ
2
phσT

4

D	

1	m	

F '

The	observed		
spectral	flux	is	
	given	by:	

Fλ
' =

Rph
2

D2 Fλ

Fλ
' =

Rph
2

D2 πBλ (Tb )

•  Now	all	parameters	are	measurable	quan77es	
and	the	angular	radius	is	given	by:	

•  With	several	measurements	of	T,	Rph,	t	and	
				we	can	fit	the	equa7on,	
				to	the	data	and	determine	D	and	t0.	Further,	
	Rph(t0)=R0	can	be	determined	as	well.	

θ ph =
Rph

D
=

Fλ
'

πBλ (Tb )

Fλ
'

t = D
θ ph

Vph

!

"
##

$

%
&&+ t0



•  THE	VERY	YOUNG	TYPE	IA	SUPERNOVA	2013DY:	DISCOVERY,	AND	STRONG	CARBON	ABSORPTION	
IN	EARLY-TIME	SPECTRA		

•  WeiKang	Zheng1,2,	Jeffrey	M.	Silverman3,4,	Alexei	V.	Filippenko1,	Daniel	Kasen5,6,	Peter	E.	
Nugent5,1,	Melissa	Graham1,7,8,	Xiaofeng	Wang9,	Stefano	Valen77,8,	Fabrizio	CiabaVari10,	
Patrick	L.	Kelly1,	Ori	D.	Fox1,	Isaac	Shivvers1,	Kelsey	I.	Clubb1,	S.	Bradley	Cenko11,	Dave	Balam12,	
D.	Andrew	Howell7,8,	Eric	Hsiao13,		

•  Weidong	Li1,14,	G.	Howie	Marion3,15,	David	Sand16,	Jozsef	Vinko17,3,	J.	Craig	Wheeler3,	and	JuJia	
Zhang18,19		

•  Dram	version	October	22,	2013		
•  ABSTRACT		
•  The	Type	Ia	supernova	(SN	Ia)	2013dy	in	NGC	7250	(d	≈	13.7	Mpc)	was	discovered	by	the	Lick	

Observatory	Supernova	Search.	Combined	with	a	prediscovery	detec7on	by	the	Italian	Supernova	
Search	Project,	we	are	able	to	constrain	the	first-light	7me	of	SN	2013dy	to	be	only	0.10	±	0.05	d	
(2.4	±	1.2	hr)	before	the	first	detec7on.	This	makes	SN	2013dy	the	earliest	known	detec7on	of	an	
SN	Ia.	We	infer	an	upper	limit	on	the	radius	of	the	progenitor	star	of	R0	!	0.25	R�,	consistent	
with	that	of	a	white	dwarf.	The	light	curve	exhibits	a	broken	power	law	with	exponents	of	0.88	and	
then	1.80.	A	spectrum	taken	1.63	d	amer	first	light	reveals	a	C	II	absorp7on	line	comparable	in	
strength	to	Si	II.	This	is	the	strongest	C	II	feature	ever	detected	in	a	normal	SN	Ia,	sugges7ng	that	
the	progenitor	star	had	significant	unburned	material.	The	C	II	line	in	SN	2013dy	weakens	rapidly	
and	is	undetected	in	a	spectrum	7	days	later,	indica7ng	that	C	II	is	detectable	for	only	a	very	short	
7me	in	some	SNe	Ia.	SN	2013dy	reached	a	B-band	maximum	of	MB	=	−18.72	±	0.03	mag	�17.7	d	
amer	first	light.	Subject	headings:	supernovae:	general	—	supernovae:	individual	(SN	2013dy)		

Assump7ons	

•  Spherical	symmetry	
•  Free	expansion	
•  Understanding	of	supernova	photosphere	

C	
•  Spectral	flux	densi7es	are	not	given	and	are	not	
measured	directly.	Instead	the	apparent	magnitude	is	
measured	for	a	par7cular	band.	

•  Par7cular	bands	are	U,	B,	V	for	ultra	violet,	blue	and	
visual.	The	band	passes	for	these	bands	do	not	have	a	
rectangular	form	but	rather	a	distorted	Gaussian	form.	
The	apparent	magnitude	is	then	a	func7on	of	the	
integral	of	the	observed	spectral	flux	density	7mes	the	
band	pass	over	frequency.	Fortunately,	these	integrals	
are	available	on	the	web.	So	we	can	convert	apparent	
magnitude	into	(effec7ve)	observed	spectral	flux	
density	at	the	midpoint	of	the	frequency	range	of	the	
band	pass	and	determine	D,	t0,	and	R0.	

Johnson	and	Morgan	UBV	filter	system	
transmission	curves.	

	



Expanding	shock	front	method	

•  The	radius	is	determined	from	the	7me	of	
shock	breakout	and	the	maximum	veloci7es	of	
the	H	gas	determined	from	the	blue	edge	of	
the	Hα	lines.	Ro=vH_max(t-to)	

•  The	angular	outer	shell	radius,	Θo,	is	
determined	directly	through	VLBI	
measurements	

•  As	an	alterna7ve:		

D =
Ro
θo

D =
Ro
θo

	

•  The	Astrophysical	Journal,	668:924Y940,	2007	October	20	
#	2007.	The	American	Astronomical	Society.	All	rights	reserved.	Printed	in	U.S.A.		

•  SN	1993J	VLBI.	IV.	A	GEOMETRIC	DISTANCE	TO	M81	WITH	THE	EXPANDING	SHOCK	FRONT	METHOD		
•  N.	Bartel	and	M.	F.	Bietenholz		
•  Department	of	Physics	and	Astronomy,	York	University,	Toronto,	ON	M3J	1P3,	Canada		
•  M.	P.	Rupen		
•  Na7onal	Radio	Astronomy	Observatory,	Socorro,	NM	87801		
•  and		
•  V.	V.	Dwarkadas		
•  Department	of	Astronomy	and	Astrophysics,	University	of	Chicago,	Chicago,	IL	60637		
•  Received	2007	January	8;	accepted	2007	July	2	ABSTRACT		
•  We	compare	the	angular	expansion	veloci7es,	determined	with	VLBI,	with	the	linear	expansion	veloci7es	mea-	sured	from	op7cal	spectra	for	

supernova	1993J	in	the	galaxy	M81,	over	the	period	from	7	days	to	~9	yr	amer	shock	breakout,	and	es7mate	the	distance	to	SN	1993J	using	the	
expanding	shock	front	method	(	ESM	).	We	find	that	the	best	distance	es7mate	is	obtained	by	fiqng	the	angular	velocity	of	a	point	halfway	between	
the	contact	surface	and	outer	shock	front	to	the	maximum	observed	hydrogen	gas	velocity.	We	obtain	a	direct,	geometric,	distance	es7mate	for	M81	
of	D	1⁄4	3:96	!	0:05	!	0:29	Mpc	with	sta7s7cal	and	systema7c	error	contribu7ons,	respec7vely,	which	combine	to	a	total	standard	error	of	!0.29	
Mpc.	The	upper	limit	of	4.25	Mpc	corresponds	to	the	hydrogen	gas	with	the	highest	ob-	served	velocity	just	reaching	out	to	the	contact	surface	a	few	
days	amer	shock	breakout.	The	lower	limit	of	3.67	Mpc	corresponds	to	this	gas	reaching	as	far	out	as	the	forward	shock	for	the	whole	observing	
period,	which	would	mean	that	Rayleigh-Taylor	fingers	have	grown	to	the	forward	shock	already	a	few	days	amer	shock	breakout.	Our	distance	
es7mate	is	9%	!	13%	larger	than	that	of	3:63	!	0:34	Mpc	from	the	HST	Key	Project.	The	radio	shell	and	the	H!	absorbing	and	emiqng	gas	are	
similarly	decelerated	on	average,	but	the	laVer	slightly	less	so	than	the	former	several	years	amer	shock	breakout.	This	may	indicate	developing	
Rayleigh-Taylor	fingers,	extending	progressively	further	into	the	shocked	cir-	cumstellar	medium.		

•  Subject	headinggs:	radio	con7nuum:	general	—	supernovae:	general	—	supernovae:	individual	(SN	1993J)		

Assump7ons	

•  Spherical	symmetry	(but	symmetry	on	the	sky	
can	be	determined	directly	through	imaging	

•  Understanding	the	radio	and	op7cal	line	
emiqng	regions	

SNe	Type	Ia	as	standard	candles	
•  This	method	is	the	most	important	one	and	won	
S.	PerlmuVer,	B.	Schmidt	and	A.	Ries	the	2011	
Nobel	Prize	in	Physics.	

•  In	contrast	to	the	former	two	methods,	this	
method	depends	on	a	zero	point	calibra7on.	

•  Distances	are	determined	via	the	distance	
modulus	with	m	and	M	as	apparent	and	absolute	
magnitudes:	

•  m-M=5log10(D[pc])	-5	
•  D[pc]=100.2(m-M)+1	

History-leading	to	the	Nobel	Prize	in	
Physics	in	2011	

•  SNIa	have	been	used	as	distance	indicators	since	1968	(Kowal	1968)	
•  By~1990	it	was	recognized	that	the	vast	majority	of	SNIa’s	have	

similar	light	curve	shapes,	spectral	7me	series	and	absolute	
magnitudes	(ΔMmax<0.25)	è	best	known	standard	candles.	

•  When	correla7on	between	Mmax	and	light	curve	decline	was	taken	
into	account,	(ΔMmax<0.20)	.	

•  Mul7-color	light	curve	shape	method:	fit	of	light	curves	in	all	colors	
allowed	correc7on	for	intervening	dust	(ex7nc7on)	(Riess	et	al.	
1996).	

•  Stretch	method:	All	light	curves	could	be	matched	by	7me	
stretching	or	contrac7on	of	a	canonical	light	curve	

•  Now:	ΔMmax<0.18,	è	6%	distance	error.	



Obstacles	to	measuring	luminosity	
distances	with	SNIa	

•  K-correc7on:	The	light	curve	is	slightly	wavelength	
dependent.	Cosmological	redshim	shims	the	spectrum	
of	the	light	curve	within	the	bands	of	the	telescope.	K-
correc7on	corrects	for	the	shim.	~0.01	mag.	

•  Ex7nc7on:	residual	error	0.06	mag.	
•  Gravita7onal	lensing:	due	to	fluctua7ons	in	the	
gravita7onal	poten7al	the	maximum	of	a	light	curve	
can	be	subject	to	slight	varia7ons.	~<0.02	mag	

•  Evolu7on:	SNIa	light	curve	shapes	depend	on	the	type	
of	the	host	galaxy.	SNIa	in	early	type	galaxies	rise	and	
fade	in	light	more	quickly	than	SNIa	in	late	type	
galaxies	(lots	of	star	forma7on)	è	metallicity	effect.	

Accelera7on	of	the	Universe	

PerlmuVer	


